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 it is natural that all this effort to offer a high-quality public higher 
education to society results in an increasingly positive projection of ufc’s 
image in the national and international scenarios. in the ranking of the 
brazilian universities presented by the newspaper “folha de são Paulo”, our 
institution was ranked in 10th in the general scope, increasing to the 7th 
position when focusing on the federal institutions of Higher education, 
and in first place among all universities in brazil’s northeast. on its turn, 
the entrepreneurial universities ranking, presented by the brazilian 
confederation of Junior companies (brasil Júnior), attributed to ufc the 
5th national position and first in the country’s north/northeast.  

 this is the path towards excellence and the expectations of the 
people from ceará. this is a path where we advance step by step, year after 
year, without time for setbacks. the path we accomplished in 2016 – a year 
of challenges and difficulties for all brazilians – was not affected by the 
adversities in politics and economy which, on the contrary, encourage us 
to fight even more for the public university’s high quality, for its autonomy 
and insertion in society. 
 

IntroductIon 

 the statistical yearbook of the federal university of ceará is 
presented in its 2017 edition, gathering the information concerning the 
year of 2016. with this publication – elaborated by the administrative staff 
of the Provost office of Planning and Management – ufc reports the most 
relevant productions in the areas of teaching, research and extension to 
society and to the general public. it also presents detailed information 
about its structure, monetary plan and management. 
 thus, a valuable document is generated, transcribing in its own way 
a year in the university’s history, which the whole community helps writing. 
it has recently aggregated new chapters which resize the institution and 
which definitely place it among the biggest and best in the country. 
 nowadays, ufc offers 118 onsite undergraduate programs, as 
well as nine in the distance education modality. there are 45 doctoral 
programs and 71 master’s programs. among our professors, 264 are 
qualified as productivity researchers of the national council for scientific 
and technological development (cnPq), integrating 370 certified research 
groups.
 there are campuses in the capital and also in the state’s countryside, 
in the cities of crateús, Quixadá, russas and sobral. by expanding its 
frontiers, ufc is more present in ceará people’s lives. therefore, the public 
benefitted by the extension activities corresponds to approximately 4 
million people, distributed throughout all the cities in the state. 
 at the same time, the university goes through the process of 
internationalization and establishes new cooperation agreements with 
institutions abroad. due to this expansion of frontiers, the Provost office 
of international affairs was created in 2016. with the same purpose of 
improving the administrative structure and adjusting it to new demands, 
the fusion of the Provost offices of Planning and Management was 
promoted and the secretariat of governance was established. 

Henry de Holanda campos        custódio Luís Silva de Almeida
                           rector                                                     Vice-rector
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“as a uniVersity, we cultiVate knowledge.
as a uniVersity of ceará, we serVe tHe coMMunity.

tHus, we accoMPlisH tHe uniVersal tHrougH tHe regional.”

AntônIo MArtInS fILHo
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1.MISSIon And coMMItMent

 the mission of universidade federal do ceará is to qualify our students for professional excellence and to promote investigation and research, as well 
as to preserve and disseminate our cultural and artistic heritage. since its establishment in 1955, ufc has upheld its commitment to serve our region, without 
forgetting the universal character of its intellectual output.

2.A LeGAcY

 ufc was created on december 16th, 1954 and established on June 25th of the following year. it has been leading scientific and extension productiveness 
in the state of ceará. our institution has 2,169 professors, 1,634 of whom hold a doctoral degree and 416 a master’s degree. there are also 3,471 administrative 
staff members, university Hospital staff included.

 the university started with the colleges of agronomy, law, Medicine, Pharmacy and dentistry along Professor antônio Martins filho’s mandate.
today the institution comprises seven campuses, three of them in fortaleza, and four in the countryside. it is worth mentioning that our university is present 
in every municipality by means of the college of distance education.

 Having a budget of r$ 1,290.66 billion in 2016 ─ an amount that exceeds the main municipalities revenue in the state of ceará ─, ufc is recognized 
as one of the best academic institutions in brazil. thus, it represents an important scientific and cultural legacy for the local citizens, contributing to the 
socioeconomic development of our country.

3.AcceSSIbILItY

 the accessibility committee at ufc is an administrative unit established by consuni (academic council) on august 30th, 2010. the committee was 
designed to devise, execute and manage actions to achieve greater accessibility, to support both academic and administrative units to effectuate accessibility 
at ufc, and to foster an inclusive culture at the university.

programs
 attitudinal accessibility
 Pedagogic accessibility
 architectural accessibility
 technological accessibility
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4.underGrAduAte StudIeS

 transforming thousands of students into qualified professionals is not the sole objective of the undergraduate studies at ufc. it is a bigger challenge: 
to contribute to the generation and exchange of knowledge, helping to meet the demands of contemporary society.

bearing this in mind, the university provides the community with 118 undergraduate degrees with over twenty-five thousand students enrolled. over 
seventy thousand students graduated in our university and today they share their expertise in the state of ceará as well as in neighboring states. 

it began offering undergraduate distance education programs in 2007 starting with 920 vacancies. in 2016, this number increased to 1,662.

undergraduate degrees are available in 17 academic units.

4.1.AcAdeMIc unItS 

4.1.1. coLLeGe of ScIenceS - cc

the college of sciences was created on March 2nd, 1973, and it comprises the colleges of Mathematics, Physics, chemistry, geosciences and biology. 
it comprehends the degrees in biotechnology, biological sciences, computer science, statistics, Physics, geography, geology, Mathematics, industrial 
Mathematics and chemistry.

4.1.2. coLLeGe of AGrIcuLturAL ScIenceS - ccA

the college of agricultural sciences was created from the already established college of agronomy that dates from March 30th, 1918.

it comprises the degrees in agronomy, domestic economy, ecological economics, food engineering, aquaculture engineering, Public Policy and 
Management, and Zootechnics.
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 4.1.3.coLLeGe of HuMAnItIeS - cH 

the college of Humanities dates from april 30, 1969, and was established by means of a university reform out of the former college of Philosophy, 
sciences and languages and literature. the latter, dating from 1961, was established by decree no. 3866, from January 25, 1961 (published in the official 
gazette on January, 26, 1961).

it includes the degrees in library and information sciences, social sciences, History, Portuguese and literatures in Portuguese, english and literatures 
in english, french and literatures in french, italian and italian literature, spanish and literatures in spanish, german and literatures in german, libras 
(brazilian sign language) and Psychology.

4.1.4. coLLeGe of tecHnoLoGY - ct

the college of technology at ufc has been disseminating scientific and technological knowledge in engineering and architecture since1973.

it offers the degrees in architecture and urbanism, design, environmental engineering, civil engineering, computer engineering, renewable energy 
engineering, Petroleum engineering, Mechanical Production engineering, telecommunications engineering, teleinformatics engineering, electrical 
engineering, Mechanical engineering, Metallurgical engineering and chemical engineering.

4.1.5.coLLeGe of LAw - fd

created on february 21, 1903, by state law no. 717, the free faculty of law was the first higher education institution in ceará.

our former rector, Professor Jesualdo farias, declared these 110 years of the college of law at ufc a milestone for both the university and for our state. 
Part of our institution history and consecutive chapters of our state chronicle were written by the notable characters that attended the program generation 
after generation, studying and exercising the science of law.

the college of law offers the bachelor’s degree in law.

4.1.6.coLLeGe of econoMIcS, MAnAGeMent, ActuArIAL ScIence And AccountInG - feAAc

feaac was founded by Professor djacir Menezes on november, 1938, in collaboration with Professors lincoln Mourão Mattos, domingos brasileiro, 
José Valdo ribeiro ramos and carlos oliveira ramos. the college began as a private institution and was federalized in 1963.

feacc offers the degrees in economics, Management, actuarial science, accounting, executive secretariat and finance.
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4.1.7.coLLeGe of educAtIon - fAced

faced was designed to be the center of cultural propagation of our university by means of the use of anísio teixeira’s 1930s model implemented in 
the faculty of Philosophy, sciences and languages at usP.

faced offers the undergraduate degree in education.

4.1.8.coLLeGe of pHArMAcY, dentIStrY And nurSInG - ffoe

the college of Pharmacy, dentistry and nursing was created in 1997 with the purpose of promoting the qualification of pharmacists, dentists and 
nurses, enabling them to practice at several levels of complexity in each of these professional fields.

ffoe offers the degrees in nursing, Pharmacy and dentistry.

4.1.9.coLLeGe of MedIcIne

the college of Medicine has the mission of qualifying doctors by means of appropriate methodology and suitable environment in accordance with the 
various levels of health care and technical, scientific and humanistic knowledge, enabling students to identify, recognize and experience health problems 
in the individual and in the community, and to take part in the solutions, acting with creativity, critical and scientific thinking and based on ethic principles.

the college of Medicine offers the degrees in Physiotherapy and Medicine.

4.1.10.coLLeGe of MArIne ScIenceS - LAboMAr

labomar was created almost 53 years ago as a research unit at the institution. it was converted into a college in 2008. now it comprises the undergraduate 
degrees in oceanography, environmental sciences and the graduate degree in tropical Marine sciences.

Moreover, its twelve laboratories serve various departments at ufc, such as biology, geology, aquaculture engineering and biochemistry.

a national reference in marine research, labomar deals with ecosystem preservation, coastal environmental impact, and employment and income 
generation in the sector of mariculture.

it offers the degrees in environmental sciences and oceanography.
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4.1.11.coLLeGe of cuLture And ArtS - IcA

a creativity hub, ica is responsible for equipment and programs related to the art and cultural scenario since when it was created, in 2008.

it comprises the degrees in cinema and audiovisual, gastronomy, dance, fashion design, Philosophy, Journalism, Music, Publicity and advertising, 
and theater.

4.1.12.coLLeGe of pHYSIcAL educAtIon And SportS - IefeS

iefes was created on december 17th, 2010, as a research and learning institution dedicated to embrace and live with diversity and to offer new 
perspectives of opportunities and flexibility towards different learning practices, theoretical paradigms and numerous thematic possibilities, so that we 
keep the totalitarian policy of exclusion away.

the college of Physical education and sports offers the bachelor’s degree in Physical education and the teaching degree in Physical education.

4.1.13. coLLeGe of dIStAnce educAtIon - ufc VIrtuAL

ufc college of distance education has been breaking paradigms of traditional education and overcoming prejudice. it has also become a national 
model of development and provision of distance education programs.

over two thousand students all over the state are enrolled in its nine undergraduate degrees and make use of the virtual environment to learn and 
obtain a university degree.

it offers the degrees in Public administration and Management, teaching degree in Physics, teaching degree in spanish, teaching degree in english, 
teaching degree in Portuguese, teaching degree in Mathematics, chemistry, education, digital systems and Media.

4.1.14.crAteúS cAMpuS

the new ufc campus in the city of crateús was approved in 2013. it is located in the countryside of the state.

this campus offers the degrees in computer information systems, computer science, Mining engineering, civil engineering and environmental engi-
neering.
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4.1.15.QuIxAdÁ cAMpuS

located in the central hinterland of ceará, the municipality of Quixadá had its campus inaugurated in 2007, and it offers the degrees in computer 
science, digital design, computer engineering, software engineering, computer networks (technologist) and computer information systems.

4.1.16.ruSSAS cAMpuS

the new ufc campus in the city of russas was approved in 2013. it is situated in baixo Jaguaribe, generating new opportunities for students in this 
region. 

this campus offers the degrees in software engineering, Production engineering, computer science, civil engineering and Mechanics engineering.

4.1.17.SobrAL cAMpuS

the establishment of the undergraduate degree in Medicine in sobral in 2001 was the starting point to the process of bringing higher education to 
the northern region of the state. the campus is about to have its own headquarters, in the former building of the ernesto deocleciano textile factory, which 
is part of the historic heritage of the municipality. this campus offers the degrees in economics, finance, computer engineering, electrical engineering, 
Medicine, dentistry, Music and Psychology.

this campus offers the degrees in economics, finance, computer engineering, electrical engineering, Medicine, dentistry, Music and Psychology.
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4.2.nuMber of underGrAduAte StudentS enroLLed – 2016.2 

4.2.1.pIcI cAMpuS - prof. prISco bezerrA

college of Sciences
biotechnology – bachelor’s degree 208
biological sciences – bachelor’s degree 215
biological sciences - teaching degree 189
computer science – bachelor’s degree 252
statistics  - bachelor’s degree 175
Physics  - bachelor’s degree 123
Physics - teaching degree (night course) 145
geography  - bachelor’s degree 195
geography – teaching degree 215
geology  - bachelor’s degree 203
Mathematics  - bachelor’s degree 86
Mathematics - teaching degree 149
industrial Mathematics  - bachelor’s degree 105
chemistry  - bachelor’s degree 205
chemistry - teaching degree (night course) 235
totAL 2,700

college of Agricultural Sciences
agronomy – bachelor’s degree 589
domestic economy  - bachelor’s degree 20
ecological economics - bachelor’s degree 92
food engineering – bachelor’s degree 438
aquaculture engineering – bachelor’s degree 291
Public Policy and Management - bachelor’s degree 95
Zootechnics – bachelor’s degree 207
totAL 1,741
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college of technology
architecture and urbanism 389
design 134
civil engineering – bachelor’s degree 649
environmental engineering – bachelor’s degree 158
computer engineering - bachelor’s degree 308
renewable energy engineering – bachelor’s degree 118
Petroleum engineering -  bachelor’s degree 87
Mechanical Production engineering – bachelor’s degree 289
environmental and energy engineering (abi*) -
telecommunications engineering - bachelor’s degree 150
teleinformatics engineering – bachelor’s degree 15
teleinformatics engineering – bachelor’s degree (night course) -
electrical engineering – bachelor’s degree  493
Mechanics engineering – bachelor’s degree 339
Metallurgical engineering – bachelor’s degree  279
chemical engineering – bachelor’s degree 350
totAL 3,767

 (*) basic entrance area.
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college of culture and Arts
cinema and audiovisual – bachelor’s degree 157
dance – bachelor’s degree 59
dance - teaching degree 56
fashion design – bachelor’s degree 279
Philosophy - teaching degree (night course) 126
Philosophy – bachelor’s degree (night course) 80
gastronomy – bachelor’s degree 162
Journalism – bachelor’s degree 240
Music - teaching degree 144
Marketing and advertising – bachelor’s degree 251
theater - teaching degree 141
totAL 1,695

college of Marine Sciences
environmental sciences – bachelor’s degree 107
oceanography – bachelor’s degree 140
totAL 247

college of physical education and Sports
Physical education - bachelor’s degree 267
Physical education - teaching degree 206
Physical education - bachelor’s degree (night course) 59
Physical education - teaching degree (night course) 67
totAL 599
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ufc college of distance education
digital Media and systems – bachelor’s degree 427
totAL 427

provost office of undergraduate Studies
indigenous intercultural - teaching degree 2
technology and integrated Quality Management 101
totAL 103

 

  

 

4.2.2. benfIcA cAMpuS

college of Humanities
library and information sciences – bachelor’s degree 263
social sciences – bachelor’s degree  (night course) 92
social sciences - teaching degree (night course) 73
social sciences – bachelor’s degree  117
social sciences - teaching degree 89
History - teaching degree 287
History – bachelor’s degree 32
libras – brazilian sign language (night course) 99
Portuguese and literatures in Portuguese - teaching degree 291
german and literatures in german (Portuguese and german) - teaching degree 65
spanish and literatures in spanish (Portuguese and spanish) - teaching degree 153
french and literatures in french (Portuguese and french) - teaching degree 147
english and literatures in english (Portuguese and english) - teaching degree 184
italian and italian literature (Portuguese and italian) - teaching degree 81
spanish and literatures in spanish - teaching degree (night course) 129
english and literatures in english - teaching degree (night course) 154
Psychology – bachelor’s degree 398
totAL 2,654
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college of education
education - teaching degree (night course) 953
education - teaching degree 348
totAL 1,301

college of economics, Management, Actuarial Science and Accounting
Management – bachelor’s degree (night course) 409
Management – bachelor’s degree 433
actuarial science – bachelor’s degree 111
accounting – bachelor’s degree (night course) 390
accounting – bachelor’s degree 416
economics – bachelor’s degree (night course) 300
economics – bachelor’s degree 313
finance 135
executive secretariat – bachelor’s degree 145
totAL 2,652

college of Law
law – bachelor’s degree (night course) 460
law – bachelor’s degree 473
totAL 933
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4.2.3. porAnGAbuSSu cAMpuS

college of Medicine
Physiotherapy – bachelor’s degree 176
Medicine – bachelor’s degree 923
totAL 1,099

college of pharmacy, dentistry and nursing
nursing – bachelor’s degree 340
Pharmacy – bachelor’s degree 442
dentistry – bachelor’s degree 327
totAL 1,109

4.2.4. crAteúS cAMpuS

computer science - bachelor’s degree 88
environmental engineering - bachelor’s degree 77
civil engineering - bachelor’s degree 85
computer information systems - bachelor’s degree 51
Mining engineering – bachelor’s degree 45
totAL 346
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4.2.5. QuIxAdÁ cAMpuS

computer science - bachelor’s degree 91
digital design - bachelor’s degree 80
computer engineering - bachelor’s degree 75
software engineering – bachelor’s degree 153
computer networks - technologist 104
computer information systems – bachelor’s degree 151
totAL 654
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4.2.6. ruSSAS cAMpuS

computer science - bachelor’s degree 144
civil engineering - bachelor’s degree 92
Production engineering - bachelor’s degree 79
software engineering – bachelor’s degree 193
Mechanics engineering - bachelor’s degree 88
totAL 596
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4.2.7. SobrAL cAMpuS

economics – bachelor’s degree 163
computer engineering – bachelor’s degree 310
electric engineering – bachelor’s degree 364
finance – bachelor’s degree 122
Medicine – bachelor’s degree 428
Music - teaching degree 124
dentistry – bachelor’s degree 192
Psychology – bachelor’s degree 226
totAL 1,929
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5. GrAduAte StudIeS

there are 5,848 students enrolled in graduate programs at ufc with the objective to enrich the experience acquired during the first stage of their 
academic journey.

ufc holds: 

8 lato sensu graduate degrees;  

58 master’s degrees;

13 professional master’s degrees;

45 doctoral degrees

5.1 nuMber of GrAduAte StudentS enroLLed 

5.1.1 MASter’S And profeSSIonAL MASter’S deGreeS

college of Sciences
biochemistry 38
computer science 69
ecology and natural resources 40
sciences and Mathematics teaching – Professional Master’s 36
Physics 38
Physics – Professional Master’s (network) 30
geography 41
geology 40
Mathematics 32
Mathematics – Professional Master’s (network) 64
Modeling and Quantitative Methods 7
chemistry 84
totAL 519
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college of Agricultural Sciences
agronomy - crop science 37
agronomy - soil and Plant nutrition 38
Public Policies assessment 15
Public Policies assessment – Professional Master’s 24
natural resources biotechnology 13
rural economics 37
agricultural engineering 54
aquaculture engineering 23
food science and technology 46
Zootechnics 55
totAL 342

college of Humanities
information science 10
translation studies 33
History 36
literature 41
literature – Professional Master’s (network) 30
linguistics 38
Psychology 63
sociology 37
totAL 288
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college of technology
architecture and urbanism and design 20
civil engineering - water resources e environmental sanitation 62
civil engineering - structures and civil construction 59
teleinformatics engineering 41
transport engineering 50
engineering and Materials science 26
electrical engineering 56
Mechanical engineering 33
chemical engineering 53
totAL 400

college of education
education 169
totAL 169

college of Law
law 58
totAL 58

college of economics, Management, Actuarial Science and Accounting
Management and controllership 42
Management and controllership – Professional Master’s 48
economics – Professional Master’s 112
economics 31
totAL 233
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college of pharmacy, dentistry and nursing
Pharmaceutical sciences 27
nursing 70
dentistry 35
family Health – Professional Master’s (network) 14
totAL 146

college of Medicine
Medical sciences 40
Morphofunctional sciences 21
surgery 46
Pharmacology 50
clinical Pharmacology – Professional Master’s 7
Medical Microbiology 21
Pathology 42
women and child’s Health- Professional Master’s 16
Public Health 52
totAL 295

college of culture and Arts
art 27
artes - Profartes - Profissional Master’s (network) 21
communication 48
Philosophy 45
totAL 141

college of Marine Sciences
tropical Marine sciences 35
totAL 35
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 Sobral campus
biotechnology 30
Health science 21
electrical and computer engineering 33
family Health 43
totAL 127

provost office of research and Graduate Studies
development and environment 49
logistics and operational research 1
Public Policies and Higher education Management – Professional Master’s 28
totAL 78

oVerALL totAL 2,831
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5.1.2 doctorAL deGreeS

college of Sciences
biochemistry 73
biotechnology-renorbio (biotechnology northeast network)-uece/ufc/ufrPe/ufrn 85
computer science 90
ecology and natural resources 54
Physics 86
geography 81
geology 46
Mathematics 42
chemistry 126
totAL 683

college of Agricultural Sciences
agronomy - crop science 48
agronomy - soil and Plant nutrition 30
natural resources biotechnology 26
food science and technology 27
agricultural engineering 59
aquaculture engineering 24
Zootechnics – inter-institutional Program - ufrPe/ufPb/ufc 56
totAL 270
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college of Humanities
History 50
literature 49
linguistics 75
Psychology 29
sociology 71
totAL 274

college of technology
civil engineering - water resources 78
teleinformatics engineering 85
transport engineering 21
science and Materials engineering 46
electrical engineering 48
chemical engineering 56
totAL 334

college of education
education 242
totAL 242

college of Law
law (law and development) 25
totAL 25

college of economics, Management, Actuarial Science and Accounting
Management and controllership 17
economics 39
totAL 56
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college of pharmacy, dentistry and nursing
Pharmaceutical sciences 48
development and technological innovation in Medications-association-ufrn/ufPb/ufPe/ufc 19
nursing 76
dentistry 51
totAL 194

college of Medicine
Medical sciences 64
Morphofunctional sciences 19
surgery 45
Pharmacology 106
Medical Microbiology 23
collective Health - association - uece/ufc 12
Public Health 39
totAL 308

college of culture and Arts
Philosophy 55
totAL 55

college of Marine Sciences
tropical Marine sciences 62
totAL 62

provost office of research and Graduate Studies
development and environment - network 44
totAL 44

oVerALL totAL 2,547
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6.researcH
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6. reSeArcH

ufc has led scientific production in the state of ceará due to policies of investment in research. we have 370 research groups, 264 professors with 
Productivity scholarships and 808 undergraduate students with introduction to scientific research scholarships.

among the activities that discuss and propagate the results of these researches, the university conference (encontros universitários) stands out as a 
democratic forum that comprehends distinct meetings every year presenting our academic production.

6.1 ScIentIfIc And reSeArcH fIGureS

SpecIfIcAtIon totAL
research activities
research groups 370
scientific Production
Papers published 1,827
books and chapters published 755
Papers presented in national congresses 1,081
Papers presented in international congresses 334
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7. extenSIon

 besides qualifying our students socially and academically, the extension developed at ufc benefits 3,9 million thousand people in ceará by means 
of programs, projects, courses, conferences and service provision.

 including both rural and urban communities, ufc offers 1,047 extension activities in various areas, such as education, communication, culture, Hu-
man rights and law, environment, Health, technology etc.

 Moreover, the internship Program benefits 8,421 students from different areas.

7.1 extenSIon ActIVItIeS

SpecIfIcAtIon totAL
number of extension activities 1,047
Programs 104
Projects 718
courses (on-site and distance) 126
conferences 52
service provision 22
Production and Publishing 25
citizens benefited from extension activities 3,962
number of students benefited from the internship Program 8,421
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8. HuMAn reSourceS

8.1 teAcHInG StAff

cAteGorY totAL

tItLe

bachelor 83
specialist 36
Master 416
doctor 1,634
total 2,169

contrAct

tenured 2,015
substitute 132
Visiting 21
total 2,169

work 

LoAd

Part-time (20 hours per week) 184
full-time (40 hours per week) 225
full-time dedication 1,760
total 2,169
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9.LIbrArIeS SYSteM

the archives of the university libraries comprise almost 178,000 titles and over 717,000 items mostly available for lending. they hold collections of 
books, theses, journals, videos and slides. 

besides modern publications, the libraries hold rare and valuable works dated to the 17th century. one of the highlights is brazilian chorography by 
Manuel aires de casal, the first book published in brazil which contains the first edition of Pero Vaz de caminha’s letter, the first document describing our 
country. ufc libraries also hold original books by rodolfo teófilo, clóvis beviláqua, farias brito and other local intellectuals. 

there are 20 university libraries. each year the university libraries lend about 427,000 titles

10.Student ASSIStAnce proGrAM

ensuring the necessary conditions for good performance of our undergraduate students is a top priority at ufc. thus, the university offers 1,400 
academic initiation scholarships and 100 sports incentive scholarships to students in conditions of social vulnerability.

besides financial support, ufc provides the students with about 9,744 meals delivered daily at the university restaurants (ru) and with 434 vacancies 
at the 11 university residence units.

the e-inclusion program, the Psychopedagogic support and the Medical and dental division are also services offered to students.
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11. cuLturAL centerS

11.1 cASA JoSé de ALencAr (JoSé de ALencAr’S HouSe)

casa José de alencar is the birthplace of the most famous writer from ceará and a heritage listed by iPHan (national institute of Historic and artistic 
Heritage). it preserves and promotes the novelist’s work, keeping it available to public visitation.

casa José de alencar is located in alagadiço novo, a farm where the floriano teixeira Pinacotheca, braga Monteiro library, artur ramos Museum, luísa 
ramos collection, iracema room and Martins filho training center are also located, as well as the ruins of the first steam sugar cane mill of the state.
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casa José de alencar (José de alencar’s House)
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11.2 SeArA dA cIêncIA (ScIence fIeLd)

seara da ciência has experiments, games and curiosities, where learning and having fun go hand in hand. knowledge in the fields of Physics, Mathematics, 
chemistry and biology are shared in a practical and pleasant way by means of equipment created by ufc students and professors.
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seara da ciência (science field)
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11.3 cASAS de cuLturA eStrAnGeIrA (foreIGn cuLture HouSeS)

located at the benfica campus, the foreign culture Houses offer courses of german, french, italian, spanish, english and Portuguese - all of them 
available to the community.

the 4,034 students enrolled have the opportunity not only to learn the language itself, but also to learn aspects of the culture from the countries where 
the language studied is spoken by means of entertaining activities including literature, music and other forms of artistic expression.
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casas de cultura estrangeira (foreign culture Houses)
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11.4 cASA AMAreLA euSéLIo oLIVeIrA (euSéLIo oLIVeIrA YeLLow HouSe)

casa amarela is located at the benfica campus. it offers courses of cinema, photography and animation, enabling the community’s access to its video 
collection made up of 3,500 titles. it also promotes film sessions at the cine benjamin abraão theater with capacity for 146 people.

one of its main contributions to brazilian culture is cine ceará, a film festival comprising about 600 professional and amateur films from various 
countries annually.
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casa aMarela eusélio oliVeira (eusélio oliVeira yellow House)
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11.5 MuSeu de Arte dA ufc (ufc Art MuSeuM) - MAuc 

in addition to an auditorium and five exhibition rooms, Mauc holds the largest collection of brazilian xylographed cordel literature, besides works by 
raimundo cela, chico da silva, aldemir Martins, Jean-Pierre chabloz, descartes gadelha, antônio bandeira, among others.

Mauc was bestowed a grant for museum modernization by iPHan in 2008, which resulted in a new exhibition room exclusive to popular culture works.

it is located at the benfica campus and it is open to visitation. its main purpose is to arouse society’s interest in arts and to promote artistic output.
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Museu de arte da ufc (ufc art MuseuM) - Mauc
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11.6 rÁdIo unIVerSItÁrIA fM (unIVerSItY rAdIo StAtIon)

rádio universitária is recognized as one of the most popular stations among the best-educated listeners and it stands out by its news coverage and 
musical programming dedicated to classical and popular styles, besides commercial programs.

the station collection with 3,600 cds and 13,033 lPs has become a reference for researchers with brazilian and foreign rarities. there are also 4,800 reel 
tapes with programs and interviews with brazilian personalities. 
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rádio uniVersitária fM (uniVersity radio station)
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11.7 teAtro pAScHoAL cArLoS MAGno (pAScHoAL cArLoS MAGno tHeAter)

teatro universitário Paschoal carlos Magno offers courses of theater, dance and cinema & audiovisual. besides promoting studies and research in the 
area, the theater has been used by artistic groups from other areas at ufc as an academic discussion space and as a symposium spot.
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teatro PascHoal carlos Magno (PascHoal carlos Magno tHeater)
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11.8 SecretArIA de cuLturA ArtíStIcA (SecretArIAt of ArtIStIc cuLture) - SecuLt - ufc

secult was created by consuni (academic council) on March 1st, 2012, and officially established on april 16 of the same year. it is an outcome of a 
commission made of professors who worked to “design a project to establish policies, directives, goals and management of artistic and cultural activities at 
ufc” (decree 4099, october 31, 2011) by the former rector’s request, Professor Jesualdo Pereira farias.

secult’s main goal is to articulate initiatives related to arts at ufc, promoting and supporting actions and projects.

secult’s mission is to consolidate artistic culture as an inalienable dimension of the academic life searching for strategies to increase aesthetic 
production in the various expressions of arts, thus fostering critical thinking.
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12. unIVerSItY HoSpItALS

12.1 unIVerSItY HoSpItAL wALter cAntídIo (Huwc)

both urban and rural low-income families benefit the most from Huwc, which provides 194 hospital beds, over 234,000 medical consultations and 
hospitalizes about six thousand patients per year. it is located at the Porangabuçu campus, also offering clinical analyses, ultrasound scanning, computer 
tomography, examinations both by graphic methods and endoscopy. all of them are free of charge.

Moreover, about 6,000 surgical procedures, 6,000 chemotherapy sessions and 10,000 hemodialysis sessions are performed each year. Huwc performs 
corneal, bone marrow, kidney, liver and pancreas transplants, and from May 1st, 2002, Huwc performed a thousand liver transplants and has become the 
main public center of transplants in brazil and in latin america.
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uniVersity HosPital walter cantídio (Huwc)
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12.2 MAternItY – ScHooL ASSIS cHAteAubrIAnd (MeAc)

Meac holds 169 hospital beds, performs over 78,000 consultations and about 5,000 deliveries every year, in addition to thousands of emergency 
services and hospital stays. over 1,700 mothers donate breast milk for the Human Milk bank, enabling 880 babies whose mothers cannot breastfeed to thrive.

it inaugurated the civil register sector in november of 2008, which allows mothers to leave the maternity already holding their babies’ birth certificate. 
it is a free service.
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Maternity – scHool assis cHateaubriand (Meac)
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12.3 unIVerSItY pHArMAcY 

the university Pharmacy, besides offering low-cost drugs, also holds the Prevention group to Misuse of Medicines and the clinical and toxicology 
analysis laboratory.
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uniVersity PHarMacy
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12.4 unIVerSItY dentAL SerVIce

the university dental service offers 24-hour emergency services, oral and maxillofacial surgery, radiology and dental prosthesis.
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uniVersity dental serVice
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13. otHer SerVIceS

13.1 pubLISHer And unIVerSItY preSS

ufc editions publish the university’s intellectual outcome with an average of 52 books published annually, all of them relevant to the culture of ceará.

ufc Press produces about 18,500 pages of books, journals and certificates annually.

13.2 exAMInAtIonS coordInAtInG offIce ─ ccV

ccV is located at the Pici campus. it manages and runs a number of exams, being the entrance exam to the foreign culture Houses of special significance.

13.3 InternAL AudItInG And oMbudSMAnSHIp

both internal auditing and ombudsmanship are located at the benfica campus and they reinforce the transparency policy and participative management 
at ufc. whereas the ombudsmanship hears and addresses critics and suggestions related to the university functioning with views of improving its services, 
the internal auditing conducts systematic analyses of the university’s activities, verifying if they were accomplished according to the planning and if they 
were implemented with efficacy.
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14. proVoSt offIce of InternAtIonAL AffAIrS (proInter)

the Provost office of international affairs (Prointer) is the administrative unit responsible for the articulation, implementation and supervision of 
internationalization policies and activities at the federal university of ceará (ufc).

these actions aim at the academic, scientific and technology innovation excellence of the university by means of the following initiatives: the 
establishment of exchange programs and agreements with foreign higher education and research institutions, accomplished by the coordination 
of exchange and international agreements; the development of a multilingual linguistic policy at the institution, established by the coordination of 
linguistic internationalization; and the promotion of international academic mobility of professors, researchers, undergraduate and graduate students and 
administrative staff, accomplished by the coordination of academic Mobility. the mobility is provided not only for brazilians who apply to a period of studies 
at foreign universities, but also for foreigners who intend to accomplish their studies at ufc.

the Provost office is responsible for the elaboration and implementation of cooperation agreements with 320 universities in 37 countries: germany, 
angola, argentina, australia, austria, belgium, cape Verde, canada, chile, china, colombia, congo-kinshasa, cuba, denmark, ecuador, slovakia, spain, the 
united states, france, guinea-bissau, india, israel, italy, Japan, Mexico, Mozambique, the netherlands, Pakistan, Peru, Portugal, united kingdom, czech 
republic, romania, sweden, switzerland, suriname and uruguay. these agreements comprise activities at undergraduate and graduate level.  

among the exchange programs coordinated by Prointer, we have the ones from santander universidades, which normally award a grant to the 
selected students, and the academic mobility, by means of which the student can accomplish a period of studies from six months to a year at a foreign higher 
education institution, but without receiving a grant. there are also other programs, such as elaP, insa and Paec, which are not coordinated by Prointer, 
but the Provost office takes part in the registration and sending of the application documents of the selected students.

two programs in particular are coordinated by Prointer, by means of which students do not accomplish academic mobility, but are regular students 
at an undergraduate or a graduate program: the students Program - undergraduate agreement (Pec-g) and the students Program - graduate agreement 
(Pec-Pg). 

Pec-g and Pec-Pg, which were developed by the Ministry of foreign affairs, by the Ministry of education and by public and private universities, offer 
opportunities of higher education to citizens from developing countries which brazil maintains educational and cultural agreements with. the program 
started in 1974 and nowadays, ufc hosts 92 Pec-g/Pec-Pg students from 19 countries: angola, barbados, benin, cape Verde, bolivia, cameroon, colombia, 
gabon, guinea-bissau, Jamaica, Mozambique, nigeria, Panama, Peru, democratic republic of the congo, são tomé and Príncipe, senegal, east timor and 
togo.
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15. ufc in tHe international 
     scenario
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15. ufc In tHe InternAtIonAL ScenArIo

15.1 ufc In tHe tHe – tIMeS HIGHer educAtIon

15.2 ufc In tHe QuAcQuAreLLI SYMondS LAtIn AMérIcA unIVerSItY  rAnkInG  -  QS -topunIVerSItIeS

source:  http://www.topuniversities.com/university-rankings/Qs-latin-american-university-rankings/2016. accessed on 19 de Jul. 2016.

source: http://www.timeshigghereducation.com. acessed on 08 dec. 2016.
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15.3 ufc’S poSItIon tHe worLd rAnkInG of unIVerSItIeS At tHe web

source: http://www.webometrics.info

taM: number of web pages provided by google, yahoo and bing; V: visibility (number of inlinks by yahoo); ar - files selected based on the relevance 
for academic activities and publishing; ac: data provided by brazilian google scholar (google acadêmico), including papers published from 2006 to 2010 
as well as scimago institutions ranking (sir) from 2004 to 2008.


